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s I write September is half spent, and
the autumn anticyclone has again
brought clear skies and warm
sunshine - but no wind, until the faintest of sea
breezes makes itself felt as the sun reaches its
zenith. Already the midday shadow extends
uncomfortably far from the north side of the
building, a reminder of the dark days to come
after summer finally takes its leave.
This morning the desk was unoccupied.
With all the boatmen busy on other jobs of no
less importance and similar urgency, I found
myself appointed 'sampan wallah' for the
XOD fleet. Having put everybody aboard,
there being no wind I towed five of the boats
slowly down the river towards the starting
platform. Several other strings of boats were
also under tow; a group of Scows behind a
Member's yacht, bound for a picnic at
Newtown; several groups of Cadets behind
Club RIBs, hoping for some Solent racing; the
Optimist fleet behind more Club RIBs on its
way to another training session in the mouth
of the river, and a number of EtcheIIs attached
to yet another RID, bent on racing somewhere
else, under Club management.
Around and between all these groups the
river was packed with cruising yachts, crewed
by families and friends with no more
ambitious objective than to enjoy the sun and
the sea. Many of these yachts were flying the
burgee of this Club, and some of them too
were towing dinghies or XODs. A boat was
coming alongside the pontoon to prepare for
craning out. There were no red dinghies to be
seen aU were out on moorings somewhere up
or down the river.
It was an agreeable scene, and a vivid
illustration of the popularity of sailing as a
recreation for people af all ages and many
different interests. At one glance it was
possible to discern no less than five different
organized sailing activities being carried on
by Club Members at the same time, plus the
essentially unorganized activity of just
messing about in boats. All this activity
depends on co-operation by, and assistance
from, all manner of different organizations
afloat and ashore.

BEHIND
THE DESK
_S A
STARTING
PLATFORM

As it happened, representatives of some of
those organizations, from the harbour
authorities through the ferry operators to the
police, were aboard the XODs I was towing,
being entertained by the Club to a bit of
sailing and hospitality by way of thanks for
their part in making our sport enjoyable
throughout the year.
No, I have not been overcome by a sudden
wave of sentimentality. I mention all this
because it illustrates so weII the extraordinary
breadth of the activities pursued by Members
of this Club in pursuit of the first objective
defined in its rules: '. . to encourage and
promote yachting in all its aspects'. There
are not many aspects which were not on view
today, lit by the last warm rays of the dying
summer. I also mention it because it
sometimes seems that not all Members are
aware of the full range of yachting activities
carried on in their name by their Club, and by
the extent of the commitment given by those
many fellow Members who toil, often unseen,
to make their sailing the pleasure it clearly is.
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Member who has a boat on Lymington River
or in the Solent will go afloat and take part in
a Fleet Review. This will take place on Oxey
Flats, just to the west of Jack in the Basket,
and it is anticipated that two or three hundred
boats of all sizes and types will be involved,
from the largest in the marinas down to the
smallest, our Optimist fleet.
The objective is to anchor the fleet in lines,
with the smallest boats inshore in the
shallower water and the largest in lines to the
south. The review vessels with guests aboard
will pass along and through the lines. In this
type of exercise it is possible to get a very
large number of our Members participating in
what will be one of the major events on the
Solent next year.
The date chosen is that most suitable for
the tides, and it is hoped that in late June the

long evenings and the weather will be kind to
us. Contingency plans have been made in case
of the worst happening.
'Party Time' follows the Review, with a
large informal function being held in the
clubhouse, which in anticipation of the large
number of Members wishing to attend will be
specially extended for the occasion by a large
marquee on the paved area to the south of the
building.
The proceedings will feature a really good
supper, entertainment, fun and frolics on the
water, a spectacular fireworks display and
dancing into the small hours.
To commemorate the anniversary a review
plaque will be available for all those who take
part, and a whole series of regalia items will
be produced for the Spring of 1997. Also, your
editor of this worthy journal has agreed to

produce a special 75th Anniversary edition,
and would appreciate assistance from any
Member who has special memories,
photographs, documents or items of interest
relevant to the history of the Club.
Such an event requires a great deal of
organisation and co-ordination. The functions
have therefore been split into two, with the
Sailing Corrunittee organising the on-water
activities, under the guidance of Brian Cowell,
and the House Committee organising the
shore based activities, aided by John Dexter.
We are trying to make this a really special
occasion, one to enjoy and remember. So,
please put the date in your diary, and sort out
your dressing lines.

mouth. Approaching the old submarine
barrier, the forecast 4 became a 5 and the
lively beat up to Beaulieu certainly improved
bailing techniques as weII as boat handling in
strong wind-over-tide conditions.
The families Claridge and Wilson had
extra crew aboard, no doubt in training for
their RYA level 2 canine certificates, but after
a very rough, wet passage they were first
ashore for more urgent doggy pursuits.
A very warm welcome awaited us at the
Beaulieu River Sailing Club, where we were
greeted by Molly Julian and Jackie Wilson,
After securing the boats, we picnicked at
Needs Ore with a panoramic view of the
Cowes Week fleet of Sigmas racing inshore
under spinnakers. Molly and her helpers
kindly provided coffee and plates of goodies,
the rather damp children particularly
appreciating the goodies. With the wind
strength increasing, we tacked down river
then headed for Lymington with a force 5 on
the quarter and the tide under us. Doug, Julie
and Janet provided their usual support, as did
Hugh and Jean Wilson in Skua Two. Alistair
McCrae also accompanied us in his Hurley
22. It was voted a most memorable day with
exhilarating sailing.

was delayed whilst the sea state at the river
mouth was assessed. The west going tide, due
to increase in its third hour, and a rising south
westerly wind signalled 'no go', so sadly the
venture was abandoned. As Doug said, 'It'll
be more bailing than sailing'. But it was not
quite abandoned ..... for as arranged, a lone
Scow, helmed by Brian Dally, set out from
Keyhaven to join us on the beach. Whilst he
raised the Scow flag, we raised our glasses
(somewhat early in the day) and toasted
'Better weather for Newtown in September'.

Newtown we did our best with the
enthusiastic manoeuvres in the hard running
tide and a little nifty spinnaker handling.
On the beach generous hospitality was
being exchanged whilst Jason, the Claridge's
seagoing dog, scoffed any lunch morsel
momentarily left unguarded and the Holmes's
Willow did her best to add to the canine
havoc. The party was enlarged by the arrival
ofIan, Jane and William Gawn, Roger Breeze
and Alexina's brother Michael with a couple
of offspring in tow, whilst afloat the anchor
watch were busy pulling corks 'to help reduce
the wine lake'. Wise heads pronounced that
the afternoon sea breeze would soon fade
away, so bottles were stowed, anchors
weighed and Scows launched. Clearing
Hamstead buoy a force three south-westerly
and a swishing ebb enabled Pyiewell entrance
to be laid with ease. Ada needing deeper
water used the main channel and Doug was
heard to comment that the Scows, emerging
from Pylewell, were well exceeding the speed
limit.
With the boats washed down and secured,
Malcolm McKeag kindly invited everyone
aboard Spellbound for an end of term
celebration glass, by no means the first of the
day but sadly the last glass-in-hand gathering
of a very good Scow season. We're now
impatient for Spring 1997.
Roly Stafford
Captain of Scow class

Hurst Rally 25th August
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CHALLENGING
BT
Potters hip would like to send the best
wishes of Members to three people now
engaged in the BT Global Challenge.
Alex Sizer has alreadywritt:eh'about her
training experiences in these pages. She is
on Group 4 (captain Mike Golding).
Club Member Richard Horton-Fawkes is
also no stranger to readers he has kept us
up-to-date with events as they concern
disabled sailors.
Richard is on Time & Tide.
Finally, the son of Members Frank and
Adele O'Connell is also involved;
he is first mate on 3 Com.
Our best wishes, and good luck to all
competitors.

Much of the support the Club gives
collectively to the activities of the many
different groups within the membership is
invisible. When things go well, everyone is
happy. But sometimes, intentions are left
unsaid, aspirations overlap and competing
needs collide At such times, remember all
those other groups of sailors. They are there
to enjoy their sailing too.
EPOS
The new style membership cards are in the
safe, ready for distribution in November, and
the electronic wizardry needed to make them
work is close to full commissioning. We
need to make a few minor changes to our
accounting system to get over the final
hurdles, and this cannot sensibly be done
until the current financial year ends on 30th
September. No doubt the entry of the system
into large-scale use will reveal a few well
disguised Heffalump traps, but they will be
filled in as quickly as possible.
It is not before time. The incidence of
reported crime has been increasing recently,
with more petty thefts from the cloakrooms, a
walk-in thief getting into the office and a
member of the staff having her handbag rifled
while she was away from her desk. We have
tightened up security in the office by locking
things up more and trying to limit the more or
less universal access which used to be the
norm, but such measures can create a lot of
inconvenience and iII-feeling among friends
without doing very much to impede the
determined enemy, and so cannot be imposed
to the extent needed to be really effective
without making the cure worse than the
disease. The only effective way not to be
robbed is not to have possessions which are
attractive and accessible to thieves. Easier
said than done, perhaps, but a significant
reduction in the amount of cash passing
through the system will be a big step on the
way. At the same time, the widespread use of
cards by Members will make it easier to spot
the uninvited non-members, so please help us
make the system work for you by using them.
Jonathon Hutchinson Secretary

unior Sailing started quite small twelve
years ago and has gradually developed to
make the Club waterfront the hive of activity
that you see every Wednesday afternoon.
The X class encourages Junior sailors by
annually staging the Junior Helms' race, open to all Junior Members under the age of 18. The
creme de la creme of the Junior sailors are selected to helm in X boats whose owners join in and
make their boats available.
This year there were eighteen entries for the Junior Helms' race held in August. A very close
and exciting race it turned out to be. The wind, just the right amount, was from the North so
that the last leg was a beat up the River, very crowded with traffic at that time of year. There
were no collisions and no damage. The results in order were:
Condor
(Richard Smith)
Christian Sutherland
X-Ray
(Robin Balme)
Tom Balme
Persephone (Richard Field)
Thomas Field
Gleam
(Nicholas Dover)
Fergus Roper
Myrtle
(David Lees)
Rebecca Lees
Zest
(Roger Wilson)
Frances Wilson
The Sir Arthur McDonald Trophy was presented to the winner at the XOD annual dinner and
prizegiving on 1st November.
It is good news that so many of the Junior sailors retain their interest and keenness into
adulthood and help to pass on the X class from one generation to the next.
Nick Dover

XODS.and.
Juniors
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A forecast of south-westerly 5-6 rising to
7 in the western Solent cast do'ubts on the
advisability of slipping for Hurst and the start

Newtown Rally 5th September
The high over North Wales created a truly
Summer dawn in Lymington; predictably, it
produced no wind.
With idly flapping sails, the fleet slipped
the Club pontoon and after a little nudging
from Julie and Janet in Quiver it was soon
streamed astern of Doug's Ada and Geoff and
Marilyn's Mainframe. We were in good
company as the X boats were similarly
working their way to the starting box, albeit
with far less distinguished towing vessels.
Well clear of the river entrance
Mainframe'S Scows slipped their tow, only to
accept it once more after a fruitless half hour
of flapping mainsails.
It was not a day in which we could
irrunediately impress our Rear Corrunodore
Sailing, who had joined us in Spellbound, but
with a little sea breeze developing in

its bow, as it began to gather stemway,
sedately cruised a Club RIB with AIexina
Williams-Thomas and Sue Breeze aboard.
Apparently oblivious of the vehicle ramp
towering over them, Sue was seen to be
leaning over the bow playing water games in
• the turbulent wake.
As they came closer, the reason for this
extraordinary past-time became clear - they
were shoo-ing five little ducklings ahead of
them in an attempt to get them to the safety of
mother duck and the rest of her brood on the
A single warning blast from the ferry as it
Club side of the River.
left its berth sent the Wednesday Sailing
With another warning blast, Cenwulf was
Oppies scuttling back to the launching pool
on her way.
and the Scows manoeuvring to the safety of
Questioned about what appeared to be
the trot-lines.
very un seamanlike behaviour, they
As Cenwulf came abreast of the Club
produced really big smiles, saying they'd
pontoon, the noise of the urgently thrashing
been temporarily co-opted as the ferry's
propellers swivelled heads forwards, Beneath
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Michael White
Vice Commodore

tender,
Sharp eyes had spotted the
ducklings from the ship's bridge, and the
Captain had gone astern to save running
them down, leaving the nearby RIB's crew
to take the initiative and shepherd them to
safety.
A case of a powered vessel, when
confined to a channel, giving way to downy
ducklings on starboard?
Roly Stafford

Competition ....
I thought I heard
something...
Here are some sounds that might be heard
from another vessel. Can you identify them?

1 Five short blasts of a horn
a We are having boat drill
c) I don't understand your intentions
d) I have a dangerous cargo on board
2 Two long and two short blasts
a) No such signal
b) I require medical assistance
c) Man overboard
d) I am overtaking you to port
3 Four blasts: one long, one short,
one long, one short
a) I can offer assistance
b) I agree to be overtaken
c) I don't need you help
d) I don't give a damn
4 One long blast
a) I'm coming round the bend
b) Turn to or action stations for the crew
c) You can cross ahead of me
d) A traditional farewell to a port
... and in fog
5 One long and two short blasts
every two minutes
a) A vessel aground
b) A vessel towing another
c) A power driven vessel underway
6 Two long blasts every two minutes
a) A fishing vessel
b) A power driven vessel making no way
through the water
c) A vessel at anchor
d) A sailing vessel
7 One long blast every two minutes
a) A power driven vessel under way
b) A vessel towing another
c) A vessel not under command
8 A bell rung rapidly every five seconds
a) A vessel aground
b) A vessel at anchor
c) A vessel towing another
d) A vessel not under £ommand
.... and on the radio
9 Which of the following procedural words or
phrases are permissible?
a) Read back
b) I spell
c) Over and out
d) Roger
10 What is the difference between
SEELONCE FEENEE and PRUDONCE?
Answers on page 8
Compiled by Mike Finch
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we were returning from the Medina Spring Meet on a rather grey Monday afternoo/i)~
and were SOllUl three miles east ofthe Starting Platform, the Coastguard helicopter carit~iJ
It descended to mast top height off our pott and windward quarterand:~
displayed CH67 through its open door.
.,

We answered the radio and were politely invited to exercise with the helicopter by allowing
them to land a crewman on our yacht. We readily agreed and were instructed to maintain our
course and speed and to ready ourselves to receive a weighted line (Hiline). While talking I
noticed that both Decca and GPS had gone on the blink, so turned them off.
The helicopter stood off while we readied ourselves, then came up again on our windward
quarter. The Hiline was lowered, swung by the crewman in our direction. We grabbed it and,
moving amidships, started taking it in. Once done and with the line relatively tight the crewman
began his descent. We continued to take in the line until he was at deck level, when we were
able to pull him on to the stern quarter, where he landed lightly and unclipped. The line was
taken back in and the helicopter did a circuit before repeating the manoeuvre to lift him off. The
exercise was completed in about ten minutes and went very efficiently.
For us it was a very valuable experience, though one we hope not to need, and lessons were
learned. Remarkably, the effect of the helicopter hovering off our weather stern made little
difference to the yacht's progress or heel. The Hiline, some 80 feet of it, comes in very quickly
and handling it to keep it clear of deck fittings is a brisk task. Handling it when the helicopter
lifts off and clearing the weighted end is more difficult and gloves would have been a good idea.
Noise from the helicopter does interfere with hearing the instructions over the radio and certainly
the instruments don't care for its proximity.
I hope that no reader will have need of such assistance, but should you do so, or if you are
invited to take part in such an exercise, I hope these notes will be of interest. A copy of the
instructions given to me by the crewman are available in the Chartroom.
John Groom

TRAFFIC
frODl British
yacht Kinsa
On 24th July Mike Thoyts wrote to me
from his anchorage in Papeete, whilst he
enjoyed the beautiful· panorama over Tahiti.
He had just arrived and writes:
'I am in Tahiti at the moment, having
crossed from Panama to the Marquesas - 4485
miles logged after 38 days of sheer bliss.
Spent a week in Nuku Hiva and then to
Manihi atoll in the Tuamotos and thereafter to
here. No personal problems, but the night
before I made landfall on my first atoll two
yachts were stranded, one in Manihi and the
other on Fakarava. In the case of the first the
watchkeeper (the skipper) fell asleep and they
ran aground fifteen miles from the entrance at
night on a lee shore. In the second case the
navigator (also the skipper) made a mistake
plotting a waypoint and they too ended up on
Happily, no-one was injured
the reef.
seriously and all got off safely, but the first
(GRP) yacht was a total wreck; the second, a
steel yacht, was towed off by a French tug a
10

week later minus skeg and rudder, with
damaged standing rigging and some huge
dents in the topsides, but .... it floated.
'My passage from Manihi to Papeete
involved passing between two atolls between
2300 and 0100 hours; the pass was 10+ miles
wide, but it was pitch dark with 25 - 30 knots
of wind on the quarter and driving rain with
possible GPS errors of three miles.
'I was plotting a very careful GPS course,
exactly down the middle of the channel, and
doing it on two charts so as to reduce the
possibility of error.
'Papeete is very French and very attractive
if very expensive! It is bliss to have the boat
sitting still &nd there is a wonderful
supermarket ne&r the &nchorage
fresh
baguettes, butter, pate, camembert and an
excellent red plonk. If these things taste so
good after a Channel crossing, you can
imagine how they are after 5000+ miles of so
called 'Pacific' ocean. MARVELLOUS!'
Mike will sail from Papeete to Moorea,
then Bora Bora and the Cook Islands to
Tonga. He expects to arrive in New Zealand
by the end of October to be back in Lymington
mid November.
Ed Voge/zang
Captain of Cruising

y the time you are reading this, I
hope that the Club will be looking
really smart with new carpets
throughout and new crockery in use
in the dining room. Deciding on both of these
big projects took a lot of time and I am
extremely grateful to those House Committee
colleagues involved. The crockery and carpet
manufacturers who produced samples for us
were stoically patient, and we learnt a lot
about carpet and crockery manufacture. Did
you know that three or four colours in a carpet
show the dirt very much less than two? If you
have really good quality (ours is similar
quality to that used in Stanstead Airport)
stains, cigarette bums etc. are more easily
dealt with. That doesn't mean you can stub
your cigarettes out, nor pour your beer, on the
floor.. ..... PLEASE! I was alarmed one day to
see the rep from the manufacturer of the
crockery banging plates together to
demonstrate that the quality we were having
did not chip. This is not a challenge either! I
hope you will all enjoy the innovations and
agree that they help to improve the whole
appearance of the Club.
Dealing with these important matters did
not mean that we forgot about planning the
winter programme. The main difference this
year is having TWO Christmas Dinners - a
Turkey Dinner on Wednesday, 18th December
and a Goose Dinner on Saturday, 21st
December. I hope this will mean that people
who haven't been able to get in to the
Christmas Dinner in the past will be able to
this year, and also that Members who only
come down at weekends will be able to
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The

Club
routine
communications to its
Members four times a year. Those
of you who live in Lymington, and in the
area bounded roughly by Barton-an-Sea,
New Milton, Burley, Lyndhurst and Beaulieu
will have noticed that these mailings are
delivered by hand. This service, provided by
volunteers, saves the Club something like
£1200 a year.
We are always glad to have new people to
deliver for us. We also need volunteers to
prepare the mailing for postal as well as hand

partake of this gourmet event as well. If you
can stand it, you can come to both, but if
demand again exceeds supply priority will go
to those who have booked only one. Booking
for both these dinners will start on Monday,
18th November.
The Annual Dinner is on 16th November
and this is a very special dinner. The
Commodore will be presenting the
Commodore's Cup, which is given for an

CHRISTMAS
COMES
TwICE THISYEAR
Mary Follett
Rear Commodore House
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delivery. This may involve handling up to
10,000 pieces of paper! This work is done,
usually in the Library, on a Thursday
afternoon.
If you would like to help please look out
for the poster calling for volunteers; it goes up
on the notice board two to three weeks before
the mailing days, which are in early January,
mid March, late August and early November,
and put your name down for filling and
sorting envelopes or for delivering them - or
both!
Enquiries to Jock or Katie Given
Lymington 672661.
PS You also get free coffee

Christmas fruit cake
1 cup water I cup sugar
4 large eggs I cup brown sugar 8 oz nuts
2 cups dried fruit 1 tsp salt
I tsp baking soda 1 bottle Highland Park malt whisky Juice 1 lemon
Sample the whisky to check quality. Take a large bowl. Check whisky again. Highland
Park can be drunk neat, by the level cupful. Try it. Repeat. Turn on electric mixer, beat 1
cup butter in large fluffy bowL Add I tsp sugar and beat again, Make sure the whisky is
still OK. Cry another cup. Turn off the mixerer. Break two eggs and add to the bowl and
chuck in the dried fruit. Mix on the turner. If the dried fruit gets stuck in the beaterers,
pry it loose with a drew scriver. Sample whisky to test tonsisticity. Next, sift two cups of
salt. Or something. Check the whisky. Now sift the lemon juice and strain the nuts. Add
1 tablespoon. Whatever you can find. Grease the oven. Turn the cake tin to 350 degrees.
Don't forget to beat off the turner. Throw bowl out of window.
Check Whisky. Go to bed.
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outstanding contribution to the Club by a
Member. Who will be the recipient this year?
Please come - this is always an enjoyable
event.
There is a Jazz Evening on 14th November,
a French Evening on 21st November and a
Curry Supper on 30th November
On 7th
December we are repeating the popular Quiz
Evening organised by Mike Finch. This time
it will have a Christmas theme so mug up on
Dickens and tradition. Good luck to everyone
we will once again be presenting the
Trafalgar Trophy.
New Year's Eve sees the return of the very
successful group, the Offbeats. I hope they
will see the New Year in with you in exciting
style.
In the New Year there is a Fish Supper on
11th January, a Game Supper on 17th January,
Burus Night on 23rd January, a Roast Beef
dinner after the AGM on 1st February, a
Hungarian Evening on 6th February, and a
Steak supper on the 8th Febrnary and then
there is the Valentine's evening on Friday, 14th
February.
I won't go on. Please come and support as
many of these events as you can. Watch the
board for menus and booking details. You can
pay for your tickets in person at the office with
your new Club cards, or you can use the old
fashioned method of cash, cheque or credit
card.
It is not only the House Committee who
work hard organising all this, but all the Club
staff too. Their enthusiasm makes organising
these occasions fun for us and you too, we
hope. See you there!

In the Spring edition of Pottership there was
an article describing a floating hazard we
picked up. Members may be interested to
know that the Marine Safety Agency has
issued a Merchant Shipping Notice No.
M.16411NWI Navigational Warnings Regs
1996. This reminds all Masters that failure to
report danger to navigation is an offence under
British Law. Yachts and pleasure craft are
included in the list of 'Notice to Owners'.
Extract from M.S.A.
2. If a master fails to report a danger to
navigation as required by this notice, he will be
guilty of an offence. The Merchant Shipping
(Navigational Warnings) Regulations 1996
require the master of every United Kingdom
ship, on encountering the dangers to navigation
described in paragraph 5(a) (b) & (c) to send, by
all means of communication at his disposal, the
information set out in this notice.
5(a) On meeting with dangerous ice, a
dangerous derelict or any other direct danger to
navigation, the information shall contain:
1. The kind of ice, derelict or other danger
observed.
2. The position of the ice, derelict or other
danger last observed.
3. The time and date last observed.
The complete notice will be found in the
chart room. We are indebted to Robin Sjoberg
Cruising Secretary at the RYA for providing
this update.
Hadyn Meredith

Competition ....
I thought I heard
something...
Here are some sounds that might be heard
from another vessel. Can you identify them?

1 Five short blasts of a horn
a We are having boat drill
c) I don't understand your intentions
d) I have a dangerous cargo on board
2 Two long and two short blasts
a) No such signal
b) I require medical assistance
c) Man overboard
d) I am overtaking you to port
3 Four blasts: one long, one short,
one long, one short
a) I can offer assistance
b) I agree to be overtaken
c) I don't need you help
d) I don't give a damn
4 One long blast
a) I'm coming round the bend
b) Turn to or action stations for the crew
c) You can cross ahead of me
d) A traditional farewell to a port
... and in fog
5 One long and two short blasts
every two minutes
a) A vessel aground
b) A vessel towing another
c) A power driven vessel underway
6 Two long blasts every two minutes
a) A fishing vessel
b) A power driven vessel making no way
through the water
c) A vessel at anchor
d) A sailing vessel
7 One long blast every two minutes
a) A power driven vessel under way
b) A vessel towing another
c) A vessel not under command
8 A bell rung rapidly every five seconds
a) A vessel aground
b) A vessel at anchor
c) A vessel towing another
d) A vessel not under £ommand
.... and on the radio
9 Which of the following procedural words or
phrases are permissible?
a) Read back
b) I spell
c) Over and out
d) Roger
10 What is the difference between
SEELONCE FEENEE and PRUDONCE?
Answers on page 8
Compiled by Mike Finch
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and were SOllUl three miles east ofthe Starting Platform, the Coastguard helicopter carit~iJ
It descended to mast top height off our pott and windward quarterand:~
displayed CH67 through its open door.
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We answered the radio and were politely invited to exercise with the helicopter by allowing
them to land a crewman on our yacht. We readily agreed and were instructed to maintain our
course and speed and to ready ourselves to receive a weighted line (Hiline). While talking I
noticed that both Decca and GPS had gone on the blink, so turned them off.
The helicopter stood off while we readied ourselves, then came up again on our windward
quarter. The Hiline was lowered, swung by the crewman in our direction. We grabbed it and,
moving amidships, started taking it in. Once done and with the line relatively tight the crewman
began his descent. We continued to take in the line until he was at deck level, when we were
able to pull him on to the stern quarter, where he landed lightly and unclipped. The line was
taken back in and the helicopter did a circuit before repeating the manoeuvre to lift him off. The
exercise was completed in about ten minutes and went very efficiently.
For us it was a very valuable experience, though one we hope not to need, and lessons were
learned. Remarkably, the effect of the helicopter hovering off our weather stern made little
difference to the yacht's progress or heel. The Hiline, some 80 feet of it, comes in very quickly
and handling it to keep it clear of deck fittings is a brisk task. Handling it when the helicopter
lifts off and clearing the weighted end is more difficult and gloves would have been a good idea.
Noise from the helicopter does interfere with hearing the instructions over the radio and certainly
the instruments don't care for its proximity.
I hope that no reader will have need of such assistance, but should you do so, or if you are
invited to take part in such an exercise, I hope these notes will be of interest. A copy of the
instructions given to me by the crewman are available in the Chartroom.
John Groom

TRAFFIC
frODl British
yacht Kinsa
On 24th July Mike Thoyts wrote to me
from his anchorage in Papeete, whilst he
enjoyed the beautiful· panorama over Tahiti.
He had just arrived and writes:
'I am in Tahiti at the moment, having
crossed from Panama to the Marquesas - 4485
miles logged after 38 days of sheer bliss.
Spent a week in Nuku Hiva and then to
Manihi atoll in the Tuamotos and thereafter to
here. No personal problems, but the night
before I made landfall on my first atoll two
yachts were stranded, one in Manihi and the
other on Fakarava. In the case of the first the
watchkeeper (the skipper) fell asleep and they
ran aground fifteen miles from the entrance at
night on a lee shore. In the second case the
navigator (also the skipper) made a mistake
plotting a waypoint and they too ended up on
Happily, no-one was injured
the reef.
seriously and all got off safely, but the first
(GRP) yacht was a total wreck; the second, a
steel yacht, was towed off by a French tug a
10

week later minus skeg and rudder, with
damaged standing rigging and some huge
dents in the topsides, but .... it floated.
'My passage from Manihi to Papeete
involved passing between two atolls between
2300 and 0100 hours; the pass was 10+ miles
wide, but it was pitch dark with 25 - 30 knots
of wind on the quarter and driving rain with
possible GPS errors of three miles.
'I was plotting a very careful GPS course,
exactly down the middle of the channel, and
doing it on two charts so as to reduce the
possibility of error.
'Papeete is very French and very attractive
if very expensive! It is bliss to have the boat
sitting still &nd there is a wonderful
supermarket ne&r the &nchorage
fresh
baguettes, butter, pate, camembert and an
excellent red plonk. If these things taste so
good after a Channel crossing, you can
imagine how they are after 5000+ miles of so
called 'Pacific' ocean. MARVELLOUS!'
Mike will sail from Papeete to Moorea,
then Bora Bora and the Cook Islands to
Tonga. He expects to arrive in New Zealand
by the end of October to be back in Lymington
mid November.
Ed Voge/zang
Captain of Cruising

y the time you are reading this, I
hope that the Club will be looking
really smart with new carpets
throughout and new crockery in use
in the dining room. Deciding on both of these
big projects took a lot of time and I am
extremely grateful to those House Committee
colleagues involved. The crockery and carpet
manufacturers who produced samples for us
were stoically patient, and we learnt a lot
about carpet and crockery manufacture. Did
you know that three or four colours in a carpet
show the dirt very much less than two? If you
have really good quality (ours is similar
quality to that used in Stanstead Airport)
stains, cigarette bums etc. are more easily
dealt with. That doesn't mean you can stub
your cigarettes out, nor pour your beer, on the
floor.. ..... PLEASE! I was alarmed one day to
see the rep from the manufacturer of the
crockery banging plates together to
demonstrate that the quality we were having
did not chip. This is not a challenge either! I
hope you will all enjoy the innovations and
agree that they help to improve the whole
appearance of the Club.
Dealing with these important matters did
not mean that we forgot about planning the
winter programme. The main difference this
year is having TWO Christmas Dinners - a
Turkey Dinner on Wednesday, 18th December
and a Goose Dinner on Saturday, 21st
December. I hope this will mean that people
who haven't been able to get in to the
Christmas Dinner in the past will be able to
this year, and also that Members who only
come down at weekends will be able to

B

The

Club
routine
communications to its
Members four times a year. Those
of you who live in Lymington, and in the
area bounded roughly by Barton-an-Sea,
New Milton, Burley, Lyndhurst and Beaulieu
will have noticed that these mailings are
delivered by hand. This service, provided by
volunteers, saves the Club something like
£1200 a year.
We are always glad to have new people to
deliver for us. We also need volunteers to
prepare the mailing for postal as well as hand

partake of this gourmet event as well. If you
can stand it, you can come to both, but if
demand again exceeds supply priority will go
to those who have booked only one. Booking
for both these dinners will start on Monday,
18th November.
The Annual Dinner is on 16th November
and this is a very special dinner. The
Commodore will be presenting the
Commodore's Cup, which is given for an

CHRISTMAS
COMES
TwICE THISYEAR
Mary Follett
Rear Commodore House
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delivery. This may involve handling up to
10,000 pieces of paper! This work is done,
usually in the Library, on a Thursday
afternoon.
If you would like to help please look out
for the poster calling for volunteers; it goes up
on the notice board two to three weeks before
the mailing days, which are in early January,
mid March, late August and early November,
and put your name down for filling and
sorting envelopes or for delivering them - or
both!
Enquiries to Jock or Katie Given
Lymington 672661.
PS You also get free coffee

Christmas fruit cake
1 cup water I cup sugar
4 large eggs I cup brown sugar 8 oz nuts
2 cups dried fruit 1 tsp salt
I tsp baking soda 1 bottle Highland Park malt whisky Juice 1 lemon
Sample the whisky to check quality. Take a large bowl. Check whisky again. Highland
Park can be drunk neat, by the level cupful. Try it. Repeat. Turn on electric mixer, beat 1
cup butter in large fluffy bowL Add I tsp sugar and beat again, Make sure the whisky is
still OK. Cry another cup. Turn off the mixerer. Break two eggs and add to the bowl and
chuck in the dried fruit. Mix on the turner. If the dried fruit gets stuck in the beaterers,
pry it loose with a drew scriver. Sample whisky to test tonsisticity. Next, sift two cups of
salt. Or something. Check the whisky. Now sift the lemon juice and strain the nuts. Add
1 tablespoon. Whatever you can find. Grease the oven. Turn the cake tin to 350 degrees.
Don't forget to beat off the turner. Throw bowl out of window.
Check Whisky. Go to bed.
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outstanding contribution to the Club by a
Member. Who will be the recipient this year?
Please come - this is always an enjoyable
event.
There is a Jazz Evening on 14th November,
a French Evening on 21st November and a
Curry Supper on 30th November
On 7th
December we are repeating the popular Quiz
Evening organised by Mike Finch. This time
it will have a Christmas theme so mug up on
Dickens and tradition. Good luck to everyone
we will once again be presenting the
Trafalgar Trophy.
New Year's Eve sees the return of the very
successful group, the Offbeats. I hope they
will see the New Year in with you in exciting
style.
In the New Year there is a Fish Supper on
11th January, a Game Supper on 17th January,
Burus Night on 23rd January, a Roast Beef
dinner after the AGM on 1st February, a
Hungarian Evening on 6th February, and a
Steak supper on the 8th Febrnary and then
there is the Valentine's evening on Friday, 14th
February.
I won't go on. Please come and support as
many of these events as you can. Watch the
board for menus and booking details. You can
pay for your tickets in person at the office with
your new Club cards, or you can use the old
fashioned method of cash, cheque or credit
card.
It is not only the House Committee who
work hard organising all this, but all the Club
staff too. Their enthusiasm makes organising
these occasions fun for us and you too, we
hope. See you there!

In the Spring edition of Pottership there was
an article describing a floating hazard we
picked up. Members may be interested to
know that the Marine Safety Agency has
issued a Merchant Shipping Notice No.
M.16411NWI Navigational Warnings Regs
1996. This reminds all Masters that failure to
report danger to navigation is an offence under
British Law. Yachts and pleasure craft are
included in the list of 'Notice to Owners'.
Extract from M.S.A.
2. If a master fails to report a danger to
navigation as required by this notice, he will be
guilty of an offence. The Merchant Shipping
(Navigational Warnings) Regulations 1996
require the master of every United Kingdom
ship, on encountering the dangers to navigation
described in paragraph 5(a) (b) & (c) to send, by
all means of communication at his disposal, the
information set out in this notice.
5(a) On meeting with dangerous ice, a
dangerous derelict or any other direct danger to
navigation, the information shall contain:
1. The kind of ice, derelict or other danger
observed.
2. The position of the ice, derelict or other
danger last observed.
3. The time and date last observed.
The complete notice will be found in the
chart room. We are indebted to Robin Sjoberg
Cruising Secretary at the RYA for providing
this update.
Hadyn Meredith

A

s I write September is half spent, and
the autumn anticyclone has again
brought clear skies and warm
sunshine - but no wind, until the faintest of sea
breezes makes itself felt as the sun reaches its
zenith. Already the midday shadow extends
uncomfortably far from the north side of the
building, a reminder of the dark days to come
after summer finally takes its leave.
This morning the desk was unoccupied.
With all the boatmen busy on other jobs of no
less importance and similar urgency, I found
myself appointed 'sampan wallah' for the
XOD fleet. Having put everybody aboard,
there being no wind I towed five of the boats
slowly down the river towards the starting
platform. Several other strings of boats were
also under tow; a group of Scows behind a
Member's yacht, bound for a picnic at
Newtown; several groups of Cadets behind
Club RIBs, hoping for some Solent racing; the
Optimist fleet behind more Club RIBs on its
way to another training session in the mouth
of the river, and a number of EtcheIIs attached
to yet another RID, bent on racing somewhere
else, under Club management.
Around and between all these groups the
river was packed with cruising yachts, crewed
by families and friends with no more
ambitious objective than to enjoy the sun and
the sea. Many of these yachts were flying the
burgee of this Club, and some of them too
were towing dinghies or XODs. A boat was
coming alongside the pontoon to prepare for
craning out. There were no red dinghies to be
seen aU were out on moorings somewhere up
or down the river.
It was an agreeable scene, and a vivid
illustration of the popularity of sailing as a
recreation for people af all ages and many
different interests. At one glance it was
possible to discern no less than five different
organized sailing activities being carried on
by Club Members at the same time, plus the
essentially unorganized activity of just
messing about in boats. All this activity
depends on co-operation by, and assistance
from, all manner of different organizations
afloat and ashore.

BEHIND
THE DESK
_S A
STARTING
PLATFORM

As it happened, representatives of some of
those organizations, from the harbour
authorities through the ferry operators to the
police, were aboard the XODs I was towing,
being entertained by the Club to a bit of
sailing and hospitality by way of thanks for
their part in making our sport enjoyable
throughout the year.
No, I have not been overcome by a sudden
wave of sentimentality. I mention all this
because it illustrates so weII the extraordinary
breadth of the activities pursued by Members
of this Club in pursuit of the first objective
defined in its rules: '. . to encourage and
promote yachting in all its aspects'. There
are not many aspects which were not on view
today, lit by the last warm rays of the dying
summer. I also mention it because it
sometimes seems that not all Members are
aware of the full range of yachting activities
carried on in their name by their Club, and by
the extent of the commitment given by those
many fellow Members who toil, often unseen,
to make their sailing the pleasure it clearly is.

hJ

Member who has a boat on Lymington River
or in the Solent will go afloat and take part in
a Fleet Review. This will take place on Oxey
Flats, just to the west of Jack in the Basket,
and it is anticipated that two or three hundred
boats of all sizes and types will be involved,
from the largest in the marinas down to the
smallest, our Optimist fleet.
The objective is to anchor the fleet in lines,
with the smallest boats inshore in the
shallower water and the largest in lines to the
south. The review vessels with guests aboard
will pass along and through the lines. In this
type of exercise it is possible to get a very
large number of our Members participating in
what will be one of the major events on the
Solent next year.
The date chosen is that most suitable for
the tides, and it is hoped that in late June the

long evenings and the weather will be kind to
us. Contingency plans have been made in case
of the worst happening.
'Party Time' follows the Review, with a
large informal function being held in the
clubhouse, which in anticipation of the large
number of Members wishing to attend will be
specially extended for the occasion by a large
marquee on the paved area to the south of the
building.
The proceedings will feature a really good
supper, entertainment, fun and frolics on the
water, a spectacular fireworks display and
dancing into the small hours.
To commemorate the anniversary a review
plaque will be available for all those who take
part, and a whole series of regalia items will
be produced for the Spring of 1997. Also, your
editor of this worthy journal has agreed to

produce a special 75th Anniversary edition,
and would appreciate assistance from any
Member who has special memories,
photographs, documents or items of interest
relevant to the history of the Club.
Such an event requires a great deal of
organisation and co-ordination. The functions
have therefore been split into two, with the
Sailing Corrunittee organising the on-water
activities, under the guidance of Brian Cowell,
and the House Committee organising the
shore based activities, aided by John Dexter.
We are trying to make this a really special
occasion, one to enjoy and remember. So,
please put the date in your diary, and sort out
your dressing lines.

mouth. Approaching the old submarine
barrier, the forecast 4 became a 5 and the
lively beat up to Beaulieu certainly improved
bailing techniques as weII as boat handling in
strong wind-over-tide conditions.
The families Claridge and Wilson had
extra crew aboard, no doubt in training for
their RYA level 2 canine certificates, but after
a very rough, wet passage they were first
ashore for more urgent doggy pursuits.
A very warm welcome awaited us at the
Beaulieu River Sailing Club, where we were
greeted by Molly Julian and Jackie Wilson,
After securing the boats, we picnicked at
Needs Ore with a panoramic view of the
Cowes Week fleet of Sigmas racing inshore
under spinnakers. Molly and her helpers
kindly provided coffee and plates of goodies,
the rather damp children particularly
appreciating the goodies. With the wind
strength increasing, we tacked down river
then headed for Lymington with a force 5 on
the quarter and the tide under us. Doug, Julie
and Janet provided their usual support, as did
Hugh and Jean Wilson in Skua Two. Alistair
McCrae also accompanied us in his Hurley
22. It was voted a most memorable day with
exhilarating sailing.

was delayed whilst the sea state at the river
mouth was assessed. The west going tide, due
to increase in its third hour, and a rising south
westerly wind signalled 'no go', so sadly the
venture was abandoned. As Doug said, 'It'll
be more bailing than sailing'. But it was not
quite abandoned ..... for as arranged, a lone
Scow, helmed by Brian Dally, set out from
Keyhaven to join us on the beach. Whilst he
raised the Scow flag, we raised our glasses
(somewhat early in the day) and toasted
'Better weather for Newtown in September'.

Newtown we did our best with the
enthusiastic manoeuvres in the hard running
tide and a little nifty spinnaker handling.
On the beach generous hospitality was
being exchanged whilst Jason, the Claridge's
seagoing dog, scoffed any lunch morsel
momentarily left unguarded and the Holmes's
Willow did her best to add to the canine
havoc. The party was enlarged by the arrival
ofIan, Jane and William Gawn, Roger Breeze
and Alexina's brother Michael with a couple
of offspring in tow, whilst afloat the anchor
watch were busy pulling corks 'to help reduce
the wine lake'. Wise heads pronounced that
the afternoon sea breeze would soon fade
away, so bottles were stowed, anchors
weighed and Scows launched. Clearing
Hamstead buoy a force three south-westerly
and a swishing ebb enabled Pyiewell entrance
to be laid with ease. Ada needing deeper
water used the main channel and Doug was
heard to comment that the Scows, emerging
from Pylewell, were well exceeding the speed
limit.
With the boats washed down and secured,
Malcolm McKeag kindly invited everyone
aboard Spellbound for an end of term
celebration glass, by no means the first of the
day but sadly the last glass-in-hand gathering
of a very good Scow season. We're now
impatient for Spring 1997.
Roly Stafford
Captain of Scow class

Hurst Rally 25th August
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MEMBERS
J
CHALLENGING
BT
Potters hip would like to send the best
wishes of Members to three people now
engaged in the BT Global Challenge.
Alex Sizer has alreadywritt:eh'about her
training experiences in these pages. She is
on Group 4 (captain Mike Golding).
Club Member Richard Horton-Fawkes is
also no stranger to readers he has kept us
up-to-date with events as they concern
disabled sailors.
Richard is on Time & Tide.
Finally, the son of Members Frank and
Adele O'Connell is also involved;
he is first mate on 3 Com.
Our best wishes, and good luck to all
competitors.

Much of the support the Club gives
collectively to the activities of the many
different groups within the membership is
invisible. When things go well, everyone is
happy. But sometimes, intentions are left
unsaid, aspirations overlap and competing
needs collide At such times, remember all
those other groups of sailors. They are there
to enjoy their sailing too.
EPOS
The new style membership cards are in the
safe, ready for distribution in November, and
the electronic wizardry needed to make them
work is close to full commissioning. We
need to make a few minor changes to our
accounting system to get over the final
hurdles, and this cannot sensibly be done
until the current financial year ends on 30th
September. No doubt the entry of the system
into large-scale use will reveal a few well
disguised Heffalump traps, but they will be
filled in as quickly as possible.
It is not before time. The incidence of
reported crime has been increasing recently,
with more petty thefts from the cloakrooms, a
walk-in thief getting into the office and a
member of the staff having her handbag rifled
while she was away from her desk. We have
tightened up security in the office by locking
things up more and trying to limit the more or
less universal access which used to be the
norm, but such measures can create a lot of
inconvenience and iII-feeling among friends
without doing very much to impede the
determined enemy, and so cannot be imposed
to the extent needed to be really effective
without making the cure worse than the
disease. The only effective way not to be
robbed is not to have possessions which are
attractive and accessible to thieves. Easier
said than done, perhaps, but a significant
reduction in the amount of cash passing
through the system will be a big step on the
way. At the same time, the widespread use of
cards by Members will make it easier to spot
the uninvited non-members, so please help us
make the system work for you by using them.
Jonathon Hutchinson Secretary

unior Sailing started quite small twelve
years ago and has gradually developed to
make the Club waterfront the hive of activity
that you see every Wednesday afternoon.
The X class encourages Junior sailors by
annually staging the Junior Helms' race, open to all Junior Members under the age of 18. The
creme de la creme of the Junior sailors are selected to helm in X boats whose owners join in and
make their boats available.
This year there were eighteen entries for the Junior Helms' race held in August. A very close
and exciting race it turned out to be. The wind, just the right amount, was from the North so
that the last leg was a beat up the River, very crowded with traffic at that time of year. There
were no collisions and no damage. The results in order were:
Condor
(Richard Smith)
Christian Sutherland
X-Ray
(Robin Balme)
Tom Balme
Persephone (Richard Field)
Thomas Field
Gleam
(Nicholas Dover)
Fergus Roper
Myrtle
(David Lees)
Rebecca Lees
Zest
(Roger Wilson)
Frances Wilson
The Sir Arthur McDonald Trophy was presented to the winner at the XOD annual dinner and
prizegiving on 1st November.
It is good news that so many of the Junior sailors retain their interest and keenness into
adulthood and help to pass on the X class from one generation to the next.
Nick Dover

XODS.and.
Juniors
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A forecast of south-westerly 5-6 rising to
7 in the western Solent cast do'ubts on the
advisability of slipping for Hurst and the start

Newtown Rally 5th September
The high over North Wales created a truly
Summer dawn in Lymington; predictably, it
produced no wind.
With idly flapping sails, the fleet slipped
the Club pontoon and after a little nudging
from Julie and Janet in Quiver it was soon
streamed astern of Doug's Ada and Geoff and
Marilyn's Mainframe. We were in good
company as the X boats were similarly
working their way to the starting box, albeit
with far less distinguished towing vessels.
Well clear of the river entrance
Mainframe'S Scows slipped their tow, only to
accept it once more after a fruitless half hour
of flapping mainsails.
It was not a day in which we could
irrunediately impress our Rear Corrunodore
Sailing, who had joined us in Spellbound, but
with a little sea breeze developing in

its bow, as it began to gather stemway,
sedately cruised a Club RIB with AIexina
Williams-Thomas and Sue Breeze aboard.
Apparently oblivious of the vehicle ramp
towering over them, Sue was seen to be
leaning over the bow playing water games in
• the turbulent wake.
As they came closer, the reason for this
extraordinary past-time became clear - they
were shoo-ing five little ducklings ahead of
them in an attempt to get them to the safety of
mother duck and the rest of her brood on the
A single warning blast from the ferry as it
Club side of the River.
left its berth sent the Wednesday Sailing
With another warning blast, Cenwulf was
Oppies scuttling back to the launching pool
on her way.
and the Scows manoeuvring to the safety of
Questioned about what appeared to be
the trot-lines.
very un seamanlike behaviour, they
As Cenwulf came abreast of the Club
produced really big smiles, saying they'd
pontoon, the noise of the urgently thrashing
been temporarily co-opted as the ferry's
propellers swivelled heads forwards, Beneath
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Michael White
Vice Commodore

tender,
Sharp eyes had spotted the
ducklings from the ship's bridge, and the
Captain had gone astern to save running
them down, leaving the nearby RIB's crew
to take the initiative and shepherd them to
safety.
A case of a powered vessel, when
confined to a channel, giving way to downy
ducklings on starboard?
Roly Stafford

96 Summer Racing
Successes
T

hroughout the summer, Members racing
in many classes have brought honours to
the Club. Here are some of them others are
mentioned elsewhere, but some are sure to
have been missed, for which apologies. Cadets
The team racing squad came second to the
current World champions, Spinnaker Club, at
our own Good Friday event. This was
followed by second place at the Illingworth
Cup in Portsmouth, sailing the Navy's
Bosuns. At the British Open Championship
for the Wilson Trophy the Club team reached
the quarter finals for the first time. In April in
Rutland RLymYC Members Robert Watson
and lain Watson were second, and Christian
Sutherland and Nicholas Thompson fourth in
the No. 1 Indicator for the GBR Cadet World
Team. In No. 2 of the series in Weymouth
they were second and third. Robert and lain
later came third at the Nationals in Torbay and
will be representing Great Britain in the
Worlds in Bombay at Christmas. These two
were also first overall at the Corinthian Otters
Cadet Open Eastern Area Championship in
Burnham. At this event the Southern Area
Team won the Team Trophy. Etchells were
amongst many classes bringing credit to the
Club. Paul Woodman, Christopher Proudlove
and Malcolm Ford were second (to the current
World Champion) in Fuzzy Duck. Other well
placed RLymYC boats were 13th Petticash
Ray Mitchell, 14th Venom Charlie Wallrock,
18th Aileen Adrian Hanley, 27th Ruthless Too
Ivan Woolf, 31 st Katchem Andy Roberts, 37th
Mistress Jeremy Turnage & David Lees. X
Boittg.,'Were a huge class at Cowes, with 86
entries for the Captain's Cup; Stuart Jardine
and his crew won this, Overall, the RLym YC
had seven boats in the first fifteen . .1248 had
their national championship at Pwllheli in
July. Stuart Jardine in Stouche with Adrian
Jardine and Christian Brewer won, finishing
in the top three in all eight races, David Ellis
in Hitch Hiker was second overall. A Junior
fleet of 86 boats sailed at Torquay in August.
Jonathan Marshall was 6th overall, and the 4th
British boat; lain Watson was 20th overall,
and Dominic Hutton 25th. ROl/ltd the Island
the Club was well represented in the results:
The Telford Goblet was won by Peter
Halliwell in Harlequin. John Flizet in Nazca
II won the Beaulieu Trophy. First overall in
CHS Group 3 was Crawford McKeon in
Kandoo, taking the Champagne Mumm
Challenge Cup; he also won CHS Class 11.
CHS Class 10 was won by Andrew Hind in
White Mischief, CHS Class 7 by Peter Bruce
in Owl, CHS Class 6 by John Flizet in Nazca
II. The first CHS yacht to finish, taking the
Conrad Ritblat Trophy, was Mike Slade in
Hoya Longobarda. Owen Kerr in Owen's J
took the Westerly Trophy for the first 124, and
Mike Slade in Hoya Longobarda was the first
monohull to finish, taking the Observer
Trophy.
Finally, Stuart Jardine and his brother
Adrian have retained the International Masters
Trophy sailed in J24s at St Francis Yacht Club,
San Francisco this September.

Hunter 7075
first y'ear in
Lyrnington

An interesting weather forecast
Scene: St Mary's Pool, Isles of Scilly,
About 50 yachts, mostly French, either
moored to the 38 newly laid mooring
buoys, rather close together, or anchored
both inshore and outside the moorings.
Date: August 4th 1996 Problem: Shipping
Forecast at 1700 BST Synopsis: Atlantic
low moving east, expected Sole 1006 mbar
1300 tomorrow. High German Bight
1028 mbar, moving NE.
Thames, Dover, Wight, Portland,
Plymouth E 3/4, occasionally 5. Sole S
becoming cyclonic 5/6, occasionally 7,
becoming E3 later, rain. Lundy, Fastnet,
Irish Sea SE 4/5, occasionally 6.
Shannon S 617 decreasing 4/5,
becoming NW 5/6.
Ingenious relay regatta designed to favour our Club
Pic by Hadyn Meredith

HRH Princess Anne on Sirene during the Club Regatta

Olle of tile most phe11ome11al growth rates
of a11Y lIew keelboat class is that bei11g
elljoyed by the David Thomas designed
Humer 707

With just one prototype on the water for
Cowes Week in 1995, Hunter Boats has now
sold no less than 80.
The first two boats, Highlight owned by
Sir Peter and son Matt Johnson, and Sirene
owned by Marina Johnson and Sandy
Fielding, arrived in time for the Lymington
Spring Series.
Through May and June morc 7078 arrived
in the Lymington River. Stuart Watson's
Crackerjack and William Newton's Jelly
Baby both replaced 124s, The latter was
launched just days before the Round the
Island Race to come sixth in a class of 26.
Martin Wilkinson had his new Sword several
weeks before the Round the Island Race, and
Susan and Roger Hawkes purchased Fun in
time for the second Thursday Evening Series,

making a total of five 7078 racing in
Lymington.
At the Royal Lymington Summer Evening
Regatta Sirene had the honour of having a VIP
crew member on board, the Club's Patron
HRH Princess Anne. Weather conditions were
ideal and she played a very active part in
sailing the boat.
Sirene gained a first, second, third and
fourth in the Spring Series, whilst Crackerjack
was third overall in the Thursday Late Series.
The boat is a stable, easy-to-sail sportsboat
for four crew (or five when you sail with a
bunch of girls as we do), with a conventional
spinnaker and one non-overlapping jib for
easy sail handling. The bulb makes her stable
downwind.
The Hunter 707 Nationals are to be run by
the RLymYC in 1997 (dates still to be
finalised) but around fifty boats are expected,
and there is no doubt that this class is set to
grow further at Lymington next year.
Marina Johnson

Pic by Howard Letty

Pic obove by Ed Vogelzang

1996 has proved to be a very successful year
for the RLym YC Optimist flotilla. We now
have two fleets established: Silver and Gold
and an emerging 'feeder' fleet, the Bronze.
Silver fleet sailors are learning to become
Club racers and we teach them racing
techniques, advanced boat handling and the
rules. We use Club Optimists where parents
have not yet committed to their child's
passion! Gold fleet sailors have progressed
through the Silver fleet, received regional and
national coaching and attend meetings and
national events. Coaching forms the basis of
our activities at the Club; some 90% of our
time! A vote of thanks to all the parents and
helpers this year.
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We were fourth in the Y & Y National Team
event and in September seven boats went to
the Spinnaker Open. We had great results in
the Junior Fleet with first (Nicholas
Thompson) and second (William Carson).
Their sailing skills have improved
dramatically through the year and most
importantly we have had a lot of fun!
Dominic Hutton was third in the Papercourt
Open meeting. Next year we look forward to
an even better year - we will be concentrating
on getting more boats in the National squads.
We sail every Sunday morning from
March to October and welcome any young
sailors or adult helpers.
Doug Hassell

Since the Scillies are in the north-west
corner of the Plymouth sea area, very close
to the sea areas bordered by sea areas Sole,
Fastnet and Lundy, and retreat is into sea
area Plymouth, this forecast required some
interpretation. Immediately after it was
broadcast on Radio 4, I heard an English
yacht on VHF calling Falmouth
Coastguard saying he could not make
much of it and asking for a forecast for the
Scillies. The reply was that they did not
have one, except for the Inshore Forecast,
which included the Isles of Scilly (as well
as the coast from Plymouth round Lands
End and beyond).
My interpretation was that, after the
depression went through, we could expect
a strong north-westerly, which makes St
Mary's Pool untenable - it was time to get
out. The problem was that the ElSE winds
now blowing and expected to precede the
NW blow made alternative shelters in the
Scillies and retreat to Cornwall both
unattractive. After hoisting and stowing
the inflatable, entering the route to Newlyn
into the GPS and setting the alarm clock, I
decided to get what sleep I could while
worrying about the Forecast. The 0505
Forecast the next morning gave E 4/5
becoming variable for Dover, Wight,
Portland and Plymouth; cyclonic 3/4
becoming NW 617 for East Sole, Lundy
and Fastnet. Since the wind at St Mary's
was already SE I decided that it was
already starting to veer and that I could
make Newlyn before trouble would start.
When I left at 0800 I was surprised that,
apart from one English yacht, which had
already left, no-one else seemed to be
making preparations to do so. During my
passage to Newlyn the wind veered further
to S and then to SW, but later returned to
SE as I got ahead of the front. I reached
Newlyn at 1440 and moved into Penzance
when the lock opened at 2100.
The expected strong NW reached
Penzance during the night and next
morning with heavy rain that caused
flooding in parts of Cornwall. BBC
Cornwall reported yachts dragging on to
one another in St Mary's
with a lot of damage.
Bill Slater Tamangur

